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After working as one of the most sought after bridal makeup artists in Sydney, Amanda La Monica launched her

LaGlam range of mineral cosmetics in 2009. La Monica recognised the demand for a product that enabled women to

look and feel amazing while using makeup that is 100 percent natural minerals.

LaGlam Primer

The LaGlam primer and blush very quickly became a couple of my favourite items in my makeup routine. The primer

will forever be a key item in my cosmetics bag. It goes on smoothly and provides the perfect base for my foundation.

At first application I was a tad worried that it felt a bit oily, however I was totes proven wrong, I had a perfectly matte

complexion throughout the day. This product is great for me as it ensured my makeup stayed fresh and glam while I

was busy at work all day, and only needed a quick touchup before meeting friends for a drink at night.
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LaGlam Mineral Blush

I love nothing more than getting ready for a night out with the girls. Experimenting with eyeshadows and new lipstick

colours. The LaGlam blush in ‘Doll Face’ will be accompanying me on many a social outing. I first tried this product as

part of my daily face routine but found it was a tad sparkly for my very fussy self. I wanted to give it another try so I

tossed it in my handbag. I soon discovered it was perfect to dust on over day makeup to brighten it and give it a more

formal look, as well as on its own or with bronzer for a glamorous night time face.

It is safe to say I am a big fan of LaGlam cosmetics. I will not be leaving the house without my blush and haven’t gone

a day without using the primer since my first application. If you want a doll face like mine or would like some more

info about LaGlam, visit: www.laglamcosmetics.com.
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